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Energy use in buildings

Source: www.renovate-europe.eu

UK buildings are responsible for

around 30% of national 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

The vast majority of these 

emissions result from heating: 

79% of buildings emissions and 

about 23% of all UK emissions

Source: HMG, 2021



Energy use in UK buildings has been falling –
but not fast enough

Source: BEIS, 2021



The socio-technical challenge

Reduce energy use in buildings & increase flexibility of time of use

• Increase energy efficiency of heating & hot water – building fabric plus 
heating technologies

• Increase efficiency of lights, appliances, ICT, other uses of electricity

• Usage patterns & amounts – reduce use & increase flexibility – interactions 
between people, organisations, social norms, systems, technologies…

Supply remaining energy use with renewable / low carbon sources

• Switch away from natural gas for heating

• Continue the shift away from fossil fuels for electricity generation



CREDS UK energy demand reduction modelling

Source: Barrett et al, 2021



Improving building 
efficiency & 
reducing energy 
use has many 
benefits

Source: www.renovate-europe.eu



Heat pumps & hydrogen
Despite their undoubted 
attractiveness (?), heat pumps 
have fewer additional benefits 
than low-energy retrofit, and 
are currently expensive.

The main alternative to heat 
pumps is using hydrogen instead 
of natural gas – but this is 
further away from 
implementation & benefits still 
very much under debate. 



Appliances, lighting and other products

There are still 
opportunities to increase 
the efficiency of many 
products used in 
buildings. 

How this will proceed 
now the UK is no longer 
in the EU remains to be 
seen.



Examples of our research contributions: Smart 
local energy system trials



https://net-zero-research.co.uk/network-hc/



Examples of research projects



Have we got the policy in place to radically reduce 
energy demand & switch to low carbon energy?



Sadly, no. 
But we hope to provide some better options
We are doing policy research into:

• How to design, implement and evaluate policy (in the climate emergency)

• Policy mixes

• New policy ideas

• New policy domains

• New institutional arrangements

• Governance of energy use in buildings

• Policy & governance of new technologies, markets, business models

• …..



Source: IEA, 2022



Conclusions

• There is a lot to do & it won’t be easy

• However, there will be many benefits aside from carbon reductions, 
particularly from improving the efficiency of buildings & products

• We do know how to do a lot of what is needed (technically)

• Working out how to deliver this in practice is challenging

• Research & knowledge exchange can help accelerate progress



Thank you!

Tina Fawcett

tina.fawcett@eci.ox.ac.uk

@fawcett_tina
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